Relationship between regional population and healthcare delivery in Japan.
In order to address regional inequality in healthcare delivery in Japan, healthcare districts were established in 1985. However, regional healthcare delivery has now become a national issue because of population migration and the aging population. In this study, the state of healthcare delivery at the district level is examined by analyzing population, the number of physicians, and the number of hospital beds. The results indicate a continuing disparity in healthcare delivery among districts. We find that the rate of change in population has a strong positive correlation with that in the number of physicians and a weak positive correlation with that in the number of hospital beds. In addition, principal component analysis is performed on three variables: the rate of change in population, the number of physicians per capita, and the number of hospital beds per capita. This analysis suggests that the two principal components contribute 90.1% of the information. The first principal component is thought to show the effect of the regulations on hospital beds. The second principal component is thought to show the capacity to recruit physicians. This study indicates that an adjustment to the regulations on hospital beds as well as physician allocation by public funds may be key to resolving the impending issue of regionally disproportionate healthcare delivery.